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Schedule 

 
 
 
 
 
8:45–9am: Registration (Prudence Myer Studio) 
 
9–9:10am: Acknowledgement of Country and symposium welcome 
 
9:10–9:30am: Peer introductions 
 
9:30–10:30am: Keynote 1 
John Sutton (Macquarie University): “Distributed Creativity: Why Collaboration 
(Sometimes) Feels Good.” 
 
10:30–10:45am: Coffee break 
 
10:45–11:45am: Keynote 2 
Carol Brown (University of Melbourne): “Breathing, Becoming-Planetary.” 
 
11:45am–12:30pm Keynote 3 
Charles Green (University of Melbourne): “Australian Art Decentred: Looking Past 
the Mainstream.” 
 
12:30–1:30pm: Lunch (catered) 
 
1:30–2:15pm Keynote 4 
Tim Lomas (University of East London, via video): “The Cross-cultural Contours of 
Wellbeing: Exploring the Significance of Untranslatable Words.” 
 
2:15–3:50pm Discussion groups 
 
3:50pm Closing remarks 
 
4pm End  
 
4:10–5pm Optional guided visit to VCA Printmaking Studio 
CAWRI is supporting a printmaking project involving Indigenous artists from 
Mowanjum Art Centre in west Kimberley. Come and see what’s happening!  
  



Abstracts 
 

 
Distributed Creativity: Why Collaboration (Sometimes) Feels Good 
John Sutton, Macquarie University 
 
Many creative performances and activities, in everyday life as in expert domains of 
practice, are interactive, social, or collaborative. Some things are better done 
together. But we are all also familiar with the dull and the dark sides of 
collaboration: not all ‘group work’ is creative or pleasurable. Under what 
circumstances does collaboration feel good, and tend to bring surprising or valuable 
outcomes? What are the respective roles of shared history and culture, distinctive 
microprocesses of communication, and unique ecologies and settings in driving 
distributed creativity in small groups? Should we even be seeking any general 
answers to such questions, or do particular domains of collaborative practice simply 
operate on their own terms? This talk addresses collaboration across the interacting 
cognitive and emotional dimensions of creative practice, through select case studies 
from sport, the arts, and/or culturally-embedded performance. 
 
 
Breathing, Becoming-Planetary 
Carol Brown, University of Melbourne 
 
Breathing, primary to human life is also indicative of health and wellbeing. From our 
first breaths to our last, quality of life is intimately connected to our ability to breathe 
freely and to access fresh air.  Attention to breath is the focus of wellbeing practices 
and is the foundation of many dance techniques.  Courses in yoga and mindful 
meditation cultivate prana and observing breath as routes to self-care and stress 
reduction. Dance practices consciously articulate and activate breath, changing the 
way we perceive and attune to movement, kinesthetically and expressively. At the 
same time, we live on a planet that is struggling to breathe as it has done for millenia 
as a result of extractive industries and their carbon emissions.  Spiralling concerns 
about the depletion of air quality, globally, trouble our instinct to take a deep breath 
and are leading to serious health concerns and lung problems in post-industrial 
cities. LungSong is a transcontextual creative research project that asks what can the 
arts do to bring us to our senses; to take our breath beyond the commodification of 
mindfulness meditation and yoga classes, and into the choreopolitical where ethical, 
environmental and feminist concerns for the future can be articulated, and 
awareness awakened.  Through bringing dance artists, atmospheric research 
scientists and indigenous scholars into dialogue, LungSong moved between the 
intimately corporeal experience of breathing (our most vital gesture), and air as 
substance, medium and atmosphere, our aerial bloodstream. Lungs, voices and 
respiratory systems became the interface for an engagement with the world. Danced, 
sung and mediated explorations of the air between us - on rooftops, in weather 
stations and on the shore of Lake Wanaka, New Zealand -  invited audiences to 
contemplate the cosmological in an aerial condition that is shared. As Artistic 



Director and Choreographer of LungSong, I will reflect upon the research and 
development of this project and invite Symposium attendees to experiment with 
breathing exercises that attend to planetary and personal breaths and were part of 
the process. 
 
 
Australian Art Decentred: Looking Past the Mainstream 
Charles Green, University of Melbourne 
 
This presentation maps the intersections of visual art, creativity and wellbeing but 
focuses on a group of artists for whom creativity and wellbeing has historically been 
considered more important than visual art, whereas in the mainstream of visual art, 
the reverse is true: art is considered more important than creativity or well being and 
the three terms are not necessarily linked. Instead, we will describe a landscape of 
art that has been overlooked by Australian art history. This includes work by artists 
with experience of disability or mental illness, artists with a history of incarceration, 
artists from refugee and recent migrant backgrounds, and other artists whose work 
has not been accommodated within the mainstream. Artworks by these individuals 
are usually considered beyond the margins of Australian art practice. However, such 
works are central to this country’s modern and contemporary art. Understanding a 
history of this work will paint a richer, more complex picture of Australia’s artistic 
culture. With that in mind, we have recently embarked on a research project to 
narrate the history of Australian artists who have historically been considered 
‘outsiders’, which involves gathering the voices of outsider artists through interview 
to inform a new art historical perspective on this tradition and what it means in the 
contemporary art world. In the first stage of the project, we have interviewed several 
artists from Arts Project Australia, a supported studio in Melbourne providing 
services to artists with disability. The findings, although preliminary at this stage, 
are revealing. We will conclude by considering wilder, alternative, counter-cultural 
conceptions of wellbeing and creativity in visual art. 
 
 
The Cross-cultural Contours of Wellbeing: Exploring the Significance of 
Untranslatable Words 
Tim Lomas, University of East London 
  
Are there positive experiences which can't be expressed in English, but which 
there are words for in other languages? If so, what is the significance of these so-
called untranslatable words? These are the questions that will be explored in this 
presentation, in which I will share the latest on my ‘positive cross-cultural 
lexicography’ project (see www.drtimlomas.com/lexicography for details), which 
aims to explore untranslatable words relating to wellbeing from across the world’s 
languages. These words help chart the experiential contours of wellbeing, revealing 
conceptual nuances that may be overlooked in English.  
 
 



Optional readings 
 
 

• Michael Wheeler (forthcoming), “Talking about more than heads: The 
embodied, embedded and extended creative mind.” In B. Gaut and M. Kieran 
(eds.), Creativity and Philosophy. Abingdon: Routledge. 

• Mental Health Commission of NSW (2017), Wellbeing Language & Definitions 
Guide 2017. Sydney, Mental Health Commission of NSW. Available from: 
https://wbcnsw.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/language-and-definitions-
guide-web.pdf 

• Tim Lomas (2016). “Towards a positive cross-cultural lexicography: Enriching 
our emotional landscape through 216 ‘untranslatable’ words pertaining to 
well-being,” The Journal of Positive Psychology, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/17439760.2015.1127993. 

 
Location of the VCA Printmaking Studio: 

 
The printmaking studio (large dot on map below) is across the courtyard from the 
symposium venue (Building 880). To participate in the tour, meet there at 4:10pm. 

 

 
 

View map online at: http://go.unimelb.edu.au/7qwn 


